Formtek Site Task Manager
Dashlet


Tasks can be created and assigned
within a Share site



Tasks and their status can be
viewed by all site members



Tasks can be edited by site
administrators, administrators,
and the initiator



Each task/workflow is associated
with a site, so each site has its
own set of tasks



All columns of the task list are
sortable



The task list results are paginated
by a configurable number of rows



Site members with edit access can
cancel, transition, and edit task
metadata



Task list items can be filtered by
task state, priority, and overdue



Task list makes full use of YUI2
datatables - Resize, Reorder and
Hide columns

The Formtek Site Task Manager Dashlet, developed by
Formtek Chief Technologist, Dick Weisinger, is one of
the winners in Alfresco’s 2012 Dashlet Challenge.
The Site Task Manager is an Alfresco Share site dashlet that lets
members of a site create tasks and then allows all other members
of the site to see and track the status of those tasks. Each task is a
simple three-step Activiti workflow, and as such, taps into
standard Alfresco Workflow functionality, like email
notifications and integration with the standard user task list. The
Site Task Manager differs from the standard Alfresco Share
Workflow interface where each user is limited to tracking only
their own tasks and workflows which they have initiated.
Each task corresponds to the 3-step Activiti workflow shown
below.

You can download this dashlet from this page:
Formtek Site Task Manager
Formtek provides other add-ons for Alfresco including our
Engineering Data Management Solution, our Software
Extensions for Alfresco, and our free PDF Rendering Extension.

About Formtek: Formtek, Inc. provides secure and scalable Enterprise Content Management software and implementation services
to worldwide customers and partners in manufacturing, aerospace, defense, telecommunication, utility, and government. Formtek
software provides discriminating features in the areas of security, storage, scalability, and integration capability and is readily used
for applications of document management, content management, digital asset management, and collaboration. Headquartered in
the USA, Formtek markets its software solutions directly, as well as through distributors in the Americas, Asia, and Europe.
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